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Abrégé : 
Disclosed are an instruction triggering method and device, a 
user information acquisition method and system, a terminal, 
and a server. An instruction triggering method includes: 
detecting a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; and 
according to the acquired shaking operation, triggering a 
preset input instruction. A user information acquisition 
method includes: a mobile terminal sending a user 
information acquisition request to a server when a shaking 
operation is detected; and the mobile terminal receiving the 
user information of a matching user which is returned by the 
server according to the user information acquisition request. 
Another user information acquisition method includes: after 
a server receives a user information acquisition request 
from a mobile terminal triggered by a shaking operation, 
acquiring a user matching with the user information 
acquisition request, and sending the user information of the 
matching user to the mobile terminal. The present invention 
improves the operational convenience, and enhances 
random friend-making experience in a wide application 
range. 
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INSTRUCTION TRIGGERING METHOD AND DEVICE, USER INFORMATION ACQUISITION 

METHOD AND SYSTEM, TERMINAL AND SERVER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to Internet technologies, and especially relates to an 

	

5 	Instruction triggering method and bpparatus, user Information obtaining methods and systems, a 

terminal, and a server. 

BACKGROUND 

In traditional art, a mobile terminal is usually configured with multiple keys. Each key 

corresponds to a preset Input Instruction, and a user can trigger an Input Instruction by pressing 

10 a key. When there are so many preset Input instructions that the keys are not enough, an input 

Instruction can be triggered by using a key combination. However, for a mobile terminal with a 

touch screen, e.g., a smart phone, an Input Instruction can be triggered by obtaining a pressing 

or sliding operation of the user on a certain area of the touch screen. 

However, since generally a mobile terminal is designed to be relatively light and with a 

15 relatively small size, and keys configured in an input area thereof usually are relatively small, 

when a user selects a key to trigger an instruction, he Is easy to press a wrong key to cause an 

Input failure, and needs to Input it again. While for a mobile terminal with a touch screen, a user 

needs to first position a virtual key (an Icon) on the touch screen with naked eyes and then 

trigger an Instruction by press. Therefore, the methods for triggering an instruction In the 

20 traditional art are not convenient enough. 

SUMMARY 

In view of this, an example of the present disclosure provides an Instruction triggering 

method which can Improve the convenience of a user operation, the method Includes: detecting 

a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; and triggering a preset input instruction according to 

	

25 	the detected shaking operation. 

An example of the present disclosure provides a user information obtaining method. 

Including: a mobile terminal sending a user information obtaining request to a server when the 

mobile terminal detects a shaking operation; and the mobile terminal receiving user information 

of a matching user returned according to the user information by the server. 

	

30 	An example of the present disclosure also provides a user information obtaining method, 

including: after a server receives a user information obtaining request triggered by a shaking 

operation of a mobile terminal, obtaining a user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request and sending user Information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. 

An example of the present disclosure provides an Instruction triggering apparatus, Including: 

	

35 	a detection module, to detect a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; and a triggering module, 

to trigger a preset Input instruction according to the detected shaking operation. 

An example of the present disclosure also provides a mobile terminal, Including: a detection 
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module, to detect a shaking operation of the mobile terminal; a triggering module, when the 

detection module detects the shaking operation, to send a user Information obtaining request to 

a server; and a receiving module, to receive user information of a matching user returned 

according to the user information obtaining request by the server. 

	

5 	An example of the present disclosure provides a server, Including: a receiving module, to 

receive a user Information obtaining request triggered by a shaking operation of a mobile 

terminal; a matching module, to obtain a user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request; and a sending module, to send user information of the matching user to the mobile 

terminal. 

	

10 	In the above Instruction triggering method and apparatus, the Input instruction Is triggered 

by detecting the shaking operation of the mobile terminal, so that when a user uses the mobile 

terminal, he can complete the triggering of the input Instruction by shaking the mobile terminal 

directly, which avoids looking for a specific key on the keyboard of the mobile terminal so as to 

Improve the convenience of the user operation. 

	

15 	In the above user information obtaining method and system, the mobile terminal generates 

the user Information obtaining request and uploads it by detecting the shaking operation; and 

after the server receives the user Information obtaining request, it obtains a user that matches 

the user information obtaining request, and sends the user to the mobile terminal. Since as long 

as the shaking operation of the mobile terminal Is detected, the matching user can be requested 

20 and It Is not necessary for the user to Input a keyword, the convenience of operation by the user 

is Improved. 

By matching the interest Information of the terminal and the Interest Information saved by 

the server to obtain a matching user and sending the user Information of the matching user to 

the terminal, the present disclosure provides more targeted user Information for the terminal 

25 user to make friends and provides a widely used experience of randomly making friends. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig.1 shows a flow chart of an Instruction triggering method according to an example of the 

present disclosure; 

Fig.2 shows a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method according to an example of 

	

30 	the present disclosure; 

Fig.3 shows a structural schematic diagram of an instruction triggering apparatus according 

to an example of the present disclosure; 

Fig.4 shows a structural schematic diagram of an instruction triggering apparatus according 

to another example of the present disclosure; 

35
.  iF1g.5 shows a structural schematic diagram of a user information obtaining system 

according to an example of the present disclosure; 

• Fig.6 shows a structural schematic diagram of a user information obtaining system 
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according to another example of the present disclosure; 

Fig.7 shows a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method according to another 

example; 

Fig.8 shows a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method according to another 

5 example; 

Fig.9 shows a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method according to another 

example; 

Flg.10 shows a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method according to another 

example; 

10 	Fig.11 shows a structural schematic diagram of a mobile terminal according to an example 

of the present disclosure; and 

Fig.12 shows a structural schematic diagram of a server In an example of the present 

disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

15 	In an example, as shown In Fig.1, an Instruction triggering method Includes the following 

steps. 

At block S102, a shaking operation of a mobile terminal Is detected. 

In an example, the shaking operation of the mobile terminal can be detected by an 

accelerometer. Accelerometers are a device that detects acceleration and Include angular 

20 accelerometers and linear accelerometers. 

At Block S104, a preset Input instruction Is triggered according to the detected shaking 

operation. 

In an example, the preset Input Instruction can be triggered according to a detected shaking 

amplitude and/or shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. In the present example, the preset 

25 Input instruction can be triggered when the accelerometer detects that the shaking amplitude 

and/or the shaking frequency of the mobile terminal Is larger than a preset value. 

In an example, a step of playing an animation and/or a sound according to the shaking 

operation may further be included after the step of triggering the preset input Instruction 

according to the detected shaking operation. 

30 	For example, when the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency are/is larger than 

the preset value, the animation and/or the sound will be played. 

Whether or not to play the animation and/or the sound Is determined according to the 

shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency, and using the multimedia can visually prompt 

a user whether a current shaking operation can trigger the input Instruction so as to facilitate the 

35 user to know whether the current shaking operation works or not' 	• 

In an example, the preset Input Instruction can be a screen unlocking Instruction. 

A step of unlocking a display screen of the mobile terminal according to the preset Input 
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Instruction may further be Included after the step of triggering the preset Input instruction 

according to the detected shaking operation. When the display screen of the mobile terminal Is 

locked for saving energy, the user can unlock the display screen by shaking the mobile terminal 

Instead of looking for an unlock key on the keyboard. Thus, when the user Is In a dark 

	

5 	environment, It is convenient for him to unlock the display screen. 

In an example, the preset Input instruction Is an Incoming call answer/ termination 

instruction. 

A step of answering/terminating an Incoming call according the preset Input instruction may 

be further Included after the step of triggering the preset input Instruction according to the 

10 detected shaking operation. When a ring rings to prompt that there Is an incoming call, the user 

can answer the Incoming call by shaking the mobile terminal; or when the user hopes to end the 

call, he can hang up the incoming call by shaking the mobile terminal. 

In an example, the preset Input Instruction Is a data sending instruction. 

A step of sending data to a server according to the preset Input Instruction may be further 

	

15 	Included after the step of triggering the preset Input Instruction according to the detected 

shaking operation. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.2, a user Information obtaining method includes the 

following steps. 

At block S202, the mobile terminal generates a user information obtaining request and 

	

20 	uploads it to the server when It detects the shaking operation. 

In an example, the mobile terminal can detect the shaking operation of the mobile terminal 

by using an accelerometer. 

Accelerometers are a device that detects acceleration and Include angular accelerometers 

and linear accelerometers. The user Information obtaining request Is a request that contains 

25 preset personal Information of the user and a matching keyword preset by the user. In an 

example, the mobile terminal can generate the user Information obtaining request according to 

the detected shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. In the 

present example, the mobile terminal can generate the user Information obtaining request and 

unload It to the server when It detects, via the accelerometer, that the shaking amplitude and/or 

30 the shaking frequency of the mobile terminal are/is larger than the preset value. 

Further, the mobile terminal may also play an animation and/or a sound according to the 

shaking operation before the step of generating the user Information obtaining request and 

uploading it to the server. For example, when the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking 

frequency are/is larger than the preset value, the animation and/or the sound are/is played. 

35 Whether or not to play the animation and/or the sound Is determined according to the 

shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency, and using the multimedia can visually prompt 

the user whether a current shaking operation triggers the user Information obtaining request so 
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as to facilitate the user to know whether the current shaking operation works or not 

At block 5204, the server obtains a user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request 

Preset personal Information of a user can be stored In the mobile terminal and the user 

5 Information obtaining request generated In block 8202 can contain the personal Information. 

After the server receives the user Information obtaining request, It can extract the personal 

Information from the user Information obtaining request and obtain a matching user according to 

the personal Information. 

For example, the personal Information of user A can Include gender and a location. Then 

10 the server can obtain an opposite sex whose location Is near to user A and the time Is the same 

with user A as the matching user. 

At block S206, the server sends the matching user to the mobile terminal. 

In an example, the server can obtain user Information of the matching user and send the 

user Information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. The user Information can be preset 

	

15 	by the user, Including at least one of name, avatar, gender, region, and personalized signature. 

In the present example, after the mobile terminal receives the sent matching user, It may 

also show the matching user. And when there are multiple matching users, the mobile terminal 

can show the matching users In a list. Each matching user occupies a column of the list and an 

avatar of the matching user and a distance to the matching user can be shown In the column. 

20 In another example, geographical location information of the mobile terminal can be 

obtained at block 8202, and the user Information obtaining request is generated and uploaded 

according to the geographical location Information. That Is, the generated user information 

obtaining request contains the geographical location Information submitted by the mobile 

terminal. 

	

25 	In the present example, the server extracts the geographical location Information In the 

user Information obtaining request, calculates a distance between the mobile terminal and the 

matching user according to the geographical location information and sends the distance 

between the mobile terminal and the matching user to the mobile terminal. 

The mobile terminal can obtain its geographical location Information by a positioning 

30 service of the LBS (Location Based Service). In the present example, the mobile terminal can 

obtain Its longitude and latitude information (the geographical location Information) via a GPS 

device. In another example, the mobile terminal can upload an Identification of a base station or 

a broadband access point where it locates to the LBS system and obtain Its geographical 

location Information via a feedback from the LBS system. 

	

35 	In the current example, the server can extract respective geographical location Information 

from user Information obtaining requests uploaded by multiple matching users, change It to 

longitude and latitude information, and calculate the distances between the mobile terminal and 
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the matching users according to the longitude and latitude Information. The calculated distances 

are physical distances between the mobile terminal and the matching users, for example, 

1000m, 200km, etc. 

Further, In an example, specifically, the step of the server obtaining the user who matches 

$ the user Information obtaining request can be: the server obtaining a user whose distance Is 

smaller than or equal to a first threshold as the matching user. 

In another example, specifically, the step of the server obtaining the user who matches the 

user Information obtaining request can be: the server obtaining a user a time difference 

between whose request time and a request time submitted by the mobile terminal Is smaller 

10 than or equal to a second threshold as the matching user. 

For example, if the request time when the user information obtaining request uploaded by 

user A Is received Is 10:33:10 and the second threshold is 10 seconds, then the server obtains 

users corresponding to other user information obtaining requests whose request time is 

between 10:33:00 and 10:33:20 as the matching users. That Is, other users who shake their 

15 mobile terminals when user A shakes his mobile terminal are obtained as the matching users. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.3, an Instruction triggering apparatus includes a detection 

module 102 to detect a shaking operation of a mobile terminal. 

In an example, the detection module 102 can be used to detect the shaking operation of 

the mobile terminal by using an accelerometer. Accelerometers are a device that detects 

20 acceleration and Include angular accelerometers and linear accelerometers. 

A triggering module 104 Is adapted to trigger a preset input Instruction according to the 

detected shaking operation. 

In an example, the triggering module 104 can be used to trigger the preset input Instruction 

according to a detected shaking amplitude and/or shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. In 

25 the present example, the triggering module 104 can be used to trigger the preset input 

Instruction when the accelerometer detects that the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking 

frequency of the mobile terminal are/is larger than a preset value. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.4, the instruction triggering apparatus also Includes a 

triggering prompt module 106 to play an animation and/or a sound according to the shaking 

30 operation. 

For example, the triggering prompt module 106 may be used to play the animation and/or 

the sound when the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency are/is larger than the 

preset value. 

Whether or not to play the animation and/or the sound Is determined according to the 

35 magnitude of the shaking amplitude and/or shaking frequency and using ihe multimedia can 

visually prompt a user whether a current shaking operation can trigger the Input instruction so 

as to facilitate the user to know whether the current shaking operation works or not 
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In an example, the preset Input instruction can be a screen unlocking instruction, and as 

shown In Fig.4, the Instruction triggering system also Includes a screen unlocking module 108 to 

unlock a display screen of the mobile terminal according to the preset Input Instruction. When 

the display screen of the mobile terminal Is locked for saving energy, the user can unlock the 

5 display screen by shaking the mobile terminal Instead of looking for an unlock key on the 

keyboard. Thus when the user Is In a dark environment, It Is convenient for him to unlock the 

display screen. 

In an example, the preset input Instruction Is an incoming call answer/termination 

Instruction, and as shown In Fig.4, the Instruction triggering system also Includes an Incoming 

10 call control module 110, to answer/terminate an incoming call according to the preset Input 

Instruction. When a ring rings to prompt that there Is an Incoming call, the user can answer the 

Incoming call by shaking the mobile terminal; or when the user hopes to end the call, he can 

hang up the Incoming call by shaking the mobile terminal. 

In an example, the preset Input Instruction Is a data sending Instruction. And as shown In 

15 	Fig.4, the Instruction triggering system also Includes a data sending module 112, which can 

send data to a server according to the preset Input Instruction. 

The above Instruction triggering apparatus Is applicable to the mobile terminal. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.5, a user Information obtaining system, Includes a mobile 

terminal 200 and a server 300. In which, the mobile terminal Includes a user information 

20 obtaining request generation module 202 to generate a user Information obtaining request and 

upload It to the server 300 when It detects the shaking operation. 

In an example, the user Information obtaining request generation module 202 can also be 

used to detect the shaking operation of the mobile terminal 200 by using an accelerometer. 

Accelerometers are a device that detects acceleration and Include angular accelerometers 

25 

	

	and linear accelerometers. The user Information obtaining request Is a request containing 

preset personal material of the user and a matching keyword preset by the user. 

In an example, the user Information obtaining request generation module 202 can be used 

to generate the user Information obtaining request according to the detected shaking amplitude 

and/or the shaking frequency of the mobile terminal 200. In the present example, the user 

30 Information obtaining request generation module 202 can be used to generate the user 

Information obtaining request and upload It to the server when the accelerometer detects that 

the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency of the mobile terminal 200 are/is larger than 

the predefined value. 

Further, as shown In Fig.6, the mobile terminal 200 also Includes a multimedia playing 

35 module 204 to play an animation and/or a sound according to the shaking operation. For 

example, the multimedia playing module 204 can be used to play the animation and/or the 

sound when the shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency are/is larger than the preset 
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value. 

Whether or not to play the animation and/or the sound Is determined according to the 

shaking amplitude and/or the shaking frequency, and using the multimedia can visually prompt 

the user whether a current shaking operation triggers the user Information obtaining request so 

5 as to facilitate the user to know whether the current shaking operation works or not. 

The server 300 includes a matching module 302 and a sending module 304. 

The matching module 302 Is used to obtain a user who matches the user Information 

obtaining request. 

Preset personal Information of a user can be stored in the mobile terminal 200, and the 

10 user Information obtaining request generated by the user Information obtaining request 

generation module 202 can contain the personal Information. After the server 300 receives the 

user Information obtaining request, the matching module 302 can extract the personal 

Information from the user Information obtaining request and obtain a matching user according to 

the personal Information. 

15 	For example, the personal Information of user A can Include gender and a location. Then 

the matching module 302 can be used to obtain an opposite sex whose location is near to user 

A and the user information obtaining request time Is the same with user A as the matching user. 

The sending module 304 Is used to send the Information of the matching user to the mobile 

terminal 200. 

20 	In an example, the sending module 304 can be used to obtain the user Information of the 

matching user and then send the user Information of the matching user to the mobile terminal 

200. The user Information can be preset by the user, Including at least one of name, avatar, 

gender, region, and personalized signature. 

In another example, as shown In Fig.3, the server 300 may also Include a distance 

25 calculation module 306 to extract geographical location Information In the matching request and 

calculate a distance between the mobile terminal and the matching user. 

In the present example, the user Information obtaining request generation module 202 Is 

also used to obtain the geographical location Information of the mobile terminal and generate 

the user Information obtaining request according to the geographical location Information and 

30  upload it. That Is, the generated matching request contains the geographical location 

Information submitted by the mobile terminal. 

The distance 'calculation module 306 can be used to obtain the geographical location 

Information by using a positioning service of the LBS (Location Based Service), and the 

distance calculation module 306 can be used to obtain Its longitude and latitude information 

35  (geographical location Information) via a GPS device. In another example, the distance 

calculation module 306 can be used to upload an Identification of a base station or a broadband 

access point where the mobile terminal 200 locates to the LBS system and obtain Its 
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geographical location Information via a feedback from the LBS system. 

In the present example, the server 300 can first extract respective geographical location 

information from user Information obtaining requests uploaded by multiple matching users, 

change It to longitude and latitude Information, and then calculate the distances between the 

5 mobile terminal 200 and the matching users according to the longitude and latitude Information. 

The calculated distances are physical distances between the mobile terminal 200 and the 

matching users, e.g., 1000m, 200km, etc. 

In an example, the sending module 304 may also be used to send the distance between 

the mobile terminal 200 and the matching user to the mobile terminal 200. 

	

10 	Further, In an example, the matching module 302 Is also used to obtain a user whose 

distance Is smaller than or equal to the first threshold as the matching user. Then the sending 

module 304 can send the matching user whose distance Is smaller than or equal to the first 

threshold to the mobile terminal 200. 

In another example, the matching module 302 can also be used to obtain a user a time 

15 difference between whose request time and a request time submitted by the mobile terminal Is 

smaller than or equal to a second threshold as the matching user. 

For example, If the request time when the user information obtaining request uploaded by 

user A Is received Is 10:33:10 and the second threshold Is 10 seconds, then the server obtains 

users corresponding to other user Information obtaining requests whose request time is 

20 between 10:33:00 and 10:33:20 as the matching users. That Is, other users who shake their 

mobile terminals when user A shakes his mobile terminal are obtained as the matching users. 

In the present example, the mobile terminal 200 also includes a matching user showing 

module (not shown In the figure) to show the matching user after it receives the sent matching 

user. And when there are multiple matching users, the matching user showing module can be 

25 used to show the matching users In a list. Each matching user occupies a column of the list and 

an avatar of the matching user and a distance to the matching user can be shown in the column. 

In the above Instruction triggering method and apparatus, the Input Instruction Is triggered 

by detecting the shaking operation of the mobile terminal, so that when a user uses the mobile 

terminal, he can complete the triggering of the Input Instruction by shaking the mobile terminal, 

30 which avoids looking for a specific key on the keyboard of the mobile terminal so as to improve 

the convenience of the user operation. 

In the above user Information obtaining method and system, the mobile terminal generates 

the user Information obtaining request and uploads It by detecting the shaking operation; and 

after the server receives the user information obtaining request, It obtains a user that matches 

35 the user Information obtaining request, and sends the user to the mobile terminal. Since as long 

as the shaking operation of the mobile terminal is detected, the matching user can be requested 

and It is not necessary for the user to input a keyword, the convenience of operation by the user 
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Is Improved. 

Furthermore, by adding geographical location Information of the user terminal to the user 

Information obtaining request, a matching user who Is relatively near to the mobile terminal will 

be recommended directly, and the distance between the matching user and the mobile terminal 

	

5 	can be sent to the mobile terminal to facilitate the user to select a matching user who Is nearer 

to him, so as to further provide the convenience for the user. 

In addition, by obtaining the request time submitted by the user terminal, the server can 

recommend users who perform shaking operations almost at the same time to each other, 

which, compared to a traditional fixed recommendation mode, can Improve the flexibility and fun 

10 of the user recommendation. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.7, a user Information obtaining method Is provided. The 

user Information obtaining method of an example of the present disclosure can be executed by 

the user Information obtaining apparatus. The user information obtaining apparatus can be an 

instant messaging client; the user Information obtaining method In the example of the present 

15 disclosure can also be executed by a terminal with a user Information obtaining function, e.g., a 

terminal containing the user information obtaining apparatus. In the example of the present 

disclosure, the execution body of the user Information obtaining method Is explained by taking 

the user Information obtaining apparatus as an example; however, specifically, the user 

Information obtaining apparatus can be an instant messaging client installed on the terminal. 

20 The method mainly Includes the following steps. 

At block 8301, when the mobile terminal detects a shaking operation, It sends a user 

Information obtaining request to the server. 

The mobile terminal can generate a user information obtaining request and sends it to a 

server according to a detected shaking amplitude and/or shaking frequency of the mobile 

	

25 	terminal. 

Preferably, the mobile terminal sending the user Information obtaining request to the server 

when it detects the shaking operation, Includes the following process. 

When the mobile terminal detects a shaking Instruction, It starts to count time, and when 

the counted time Is up to a specified length, It determines whether the shaking Instruction is 

	

30 	continuously received during the counted time; and If the determination is yes, then the mobile 

terminal sends the user Information obtaining request to the server. 

Preferably, the user Information obtaining request includes: a first user Identification 

corresponding to the mobile terminal; or the first user identification corresponding to the mobile 

terminal and Interest information of the first user or the first user identification corresponding to 

	

35 	the mobile terminal and the Interest Information of the first user, and a specified condition. 

Preferably, the user Information obtaining request also contains: request time and/or 

geographical location information submitted by the mobile terminal. 

10 
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As block 5302, the mobile terminal receives user information of a matching user returned 

by the server according to the user Information obtaining request. 

In an example, as shown In Fig.8, It Is a user information obtaining method. The execution 

body of the user information obtaining method Is a server, and specifically, the server can be an 

5 	Instant messaging server. And referring to Fig.8, the method includes the following steps. 

At block 5401, the server receives a user Information obtaining request triggered by a 

shaking operation of the mobile terminal. 

The user Information obtaining request includes: a first user Identification corresponding to 

the mobile terminal which sends the request; or the first user identification corresponding to the 

10 mobile terminal which sends the request and interest information of the first user, or the first 

user Identification corresponding to the mobile terminal which sends the request and interest 

Information of the first user, and a specified condition. 

At block 5402, the server obtains a user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request and sends the user information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. 

15 Preferably, the above obtaining the user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request includes: the server obtaining the Interest Information of the first user saved on the 

server according to the first user Identification carried in the user information obtaining request, 

matching the Interest Information of the first user with interest Information of multiple second 

users to determine a matching user or the server matching the Interest Information of the first 

20 user and the interest Information of the multiple second users to determine the matching user 

according to the first user Identification and the interest information of the first user contained in 

the user Information obtaining request 

Preferably, matching the Interest Information of the first user and the Interest Information of 

the multiple second users to determine the matching user Includes: determining a matching 

25 object group from the multiple second users; and matching the interest Information of the first 

user with Interest Information of each of the second users In the matching object group to 

determine the matching user. 

The above determining the matching object group from the multiple second users includes: 

obtaining a first specified group from the multiple second users according to first time, and 

30 taking the first specified group as the matching object group, the first time being time when the 

user Information obtaining request of the terminal of the first user Is received, and each of the 

second users in the first specified group Is a user corresponding to a user information obtaining 

request received during a time period to which the first time belongs; or 

when the user Information obtaining request carries the specified condition, obtaining a 

35 second specified group from the multiple second users and taking the second specified group 

as the matching object group and the user information of each of the second users In the 

second specified group all meets the specified condition. 
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Matching the interest Information of the first user with the interest Information of each of the 

second users In the matching object group to determine the matching user Includes: 

calculating a distance between a first vector and each of second vectors respectively to get 

multiple distances, taking reciprocals of the multiple distances as interest matching degrees 

5 between corresponding second users and the first user, obtaining a preset number of second 

users from the multiple second users according to an order of the Interest matching degrees, 

and 

determining the preset number of the second users as the matching users, the first vector 

being a vector corresponding to the Interest Information of the first user and the second vector 

10 being a vector corresponding to the Interest Information of the second user, or clustering the 

first vector and each of the second vectors by using a clustering algorithm to determine a 

second user corresponding to the second vector which belongs to a same category with the first 

vector as the matching user. 

It is to be noted that, the first user mentioned In the present example of the present 

15 disclosure refers to a user who currently sends a user Information obtaining request to the 

server, while the multiple second users refer to users that have been saved to the server, and 

the server has saved the user identification and the Interest information of each of the second 

users. 

Preferably, the user Information obtaining request contains: request time submitted by the 

20 	mobile terminal. 

Correspondingly, the obtaining the user who matches the user Information obtaining 

request Includes: the server obtaining a user a time difference between whose request time and 

the request time submitted by the mobile terminal is smaller than or equal to the second 

threshold as the matching user. 

25 	Preferably, the user Information obtaining request Includes: geographical location 

information submitted by the mobile terminal. 

The method also Includes: the server extracting the geographical location Information 

contained In the user Information obtaining request and calculating the distance between the 

mobile terminal and the matching user according to the geographical location information; and 

30 the server sending the distance between the mobile terminal and the matching user to the 

mobile terminal. 

The obtaining the user who matches the user Information obtaining request includes: the 

server obtaining a user whose distance is smaller than or equal to the first threshold as the 

matching user. 

35 	It should be understood that, the above user matching methods can be used In combination. 

The method provided by the present example, by matching the Interest information of the 

terminal and the Interest information saved by the server to obtain a matching user and sending 
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the user Information of the matching user to the terminal, provides more targeted user 

Information for the terminal user to make friends and provides a widely used experience of 

randomly making friends. 

Fig.9 Is a flow chart of a user Information obtaining method provided by an example of the 

5 present disclosure. Interaction parties In the example are a server and a terminal. Specifically, 

the server can be an Instant messaging server and the terminal can be a fixed terminal or a 

mobile terminal. The mobile terminal can be a smart phone, a tablet computer, a MP3 (moving 

picture experts group audio layer III), a PDA (personal digital assistant), etc. Preferably, the 

terminal Is a terminal Installed with an Instant messaging application. 

10 	Referring to Fig.9, the user Information obtaining method includes the following steps. 

At block 5501, the terminal detects whether a shaking Instruction is received In real time. 

Specifically, there are many methods for the terminal to detect the shaking Instruction from 

the user In real time. For example, this can be realized by using a sensor. An accelerometer is 

Installed on the terminal to detect whether the user sends a shaking Instruction according to 

15 acceleration generated by shaking the terminal collected In real time. The accelerometer Is a 3- 

dimension accelerometer which detects acceleration of the terminal In an X direction, a Y 

direction, and a Z direction; or Is a 2-dimension accelerometer which detects acceleration of the 

terminal In the X direction and the Y direction. The present example does not limit the 

accelerometer of the terminal. Specifically, take the 3-dimension accelerometer as an example. 

20 When the 3-dimension accelerometer detects that an acceleration value In any of the X 

direction, Y direction, or Z direction changes In real time, It will consider that It detects a shaking 

Instruction sent by the user. Of course, there are other methods that can be used to detect the 

shaking Instruction from the user In real time and the present example will not specify it herein. 

At block 5502, If the terminal detects the shaking Instruction, It begins to count time, and 

25 when the counted time reaches a specified length, it will determine whether a shaking 

Instruction Is continuously received during the counted time, and if the determination Is yes, 

then block S503 Is executed; or otherwise, the flow ends. 

The mobile terminal determines whether it receives the shaking instruction In the specified 

time length continuously, and If It does, then it considers that the user sends out a shaking 

30 Instruction for obtaining the user Information, and can make clear an Intention of the user 

sending out the shaking Instruction, and confirms that the shaking Instruction Is Intended to 

send the user Information obtaining request so as to obtain the user Information from the server, 

which avoid a false operation caused by a shaking Instruction unconsciously sent out by the 

user when he uses the terminal, the specified time length can be set In advance and saved In 

35 the terminal, e.g., being set to 5s; or the user can change the setting according to his needs, for 

example, change It to 3s, etc., and the present disclosure Is not limited to this. Further, the 

terminal can preset that the shaking instruction is valid In a certain time period. For example, It 
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Is set to be valid In the day time or set to be valid during 9:00AM to 12:00AM, etc., and the 

present example is not Intended to limit this. 

At block S503, the terminal sends a user Information obtaining request to the server and 

the user information obtaining request carries a user Identification and Interest information of the 

5 	first user. 

Preferably, the user Information obtaining request carries the user Identification and the 

Interest Information of the first user, so as to accordingly save the user Identification and the 

Interest Information to the server to facilitate the subsequent obtaining process. A saving format 

Is shown In the following table 1. 

10 
	

Table 1 

1 	 User Identification Interest Information 1 

  

Further, when the server has saved the interest Information of the first user, the user 

Information obtaining request can also only carry the user Identification of the first user. When 

the server receives a user Information obtaining request that only carries the user Identification 

15 of the first user, It can obtain the Interest information of the first user from the server according 

to the user Identification of the first user. The Interest Information saved on the server can be set 

by the first user on the server, or can be previously received Interest Information of the first user 

saved by the server. 

The Interest information can indicate one or more interests, and the Interest Information can 

20 carry multiple key words, numbers, or characters, etc. that are used to represent interests. The 

key words can be music, movie, reading, exercise, etc.; the numbers can be set by negotiation 

between the server and the terminal, each number or character Indicating an Interest, so that 

when the server obtains a number or a character in the Interest Information sent by the terminal, 

It can know a specified interest contained In the Interest information of the terminal. The Interest 

25 Information can be obtained by way of the following: (1) the terminal provides an Interface for 

the user to fill out Interest Information and saves the words Inputted by the user as the Interest 

Information of the user (2) the terminal provides Interest Information options for the user and 

saves Interest Information selected by the user as the Interest Information of the user or (3) the 

terminal collects a habit of the user browsing web pages and obtains the Interest Information of 

30 the user by analyzing the habit of the user browsing the web pages. Specifically, the terminal 

detects web pages visited by a browser and makes analysis for the habit of the user browsing 

the web pages according to the number of visits to the web pages and the types of the web 

pages. When the number of visits to the first kind of web pages occupies a preset proportion of 

a total number of visits, or when the number of the browser visiting the first type of web pages 

35 reaches a preset number, a key word corresponding to the first type Is taken as the Interest 

Information of the user. It Is to be specified that, In the present example, types corresponding to 
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web page links can be set by a technical personnel, and each type can correspond to at least 

one key word. For example, when the number of visits of the browser to shopping web pages 

reaches a preset number, the key word corresponding to the shopping web pages Is 'shopping', 

then "shopping* Is the Interest Information of the user, and when the number of visits of the 

5 browser to music web pages reaches a third of the total number of visits of the browser to web 

pages, the key word corresponding to the music web pages Is 'music', then the 'music' Is the 

Interest Information of the user. 

At block S504, the server receives the user Information obtaining request sent by the 

terminal and determines a matching object group from multiple second users. 

	

10 	In the current example, the block S504 specifically Includes: the server obtaining a first 

specified group from the multiple second users and taking the first specified group as a 

matching object group according to a first time. The first time Is time when a user Information 

obtaining request of the terminal of the first user Is received and each of the second users In the 

first specified group Is a user corresponding to a user Information obtaining request received in 

15 a time period to which the first time belongs. The time period to which the first time belongs 

refers to a time period from a preset time length before the first time to the first time. For 

example, If the preset time length Is 15 minutes, then the time period to which the first time 

belongs Is 15 minutes before the first time to the first time. That Is, the obtained each of the 

second users In the first specified group are users corresponding to the user Information 

20 obtaining requests received In 15 minutes before the first time. In this way, obtaining the user 

Information In real time Is guaranteed so that users with user Information obtaining requests In a 

same time period can find each other. Of course, In other examples, all the second users saved 

on the server can be used as members of the matching object group and are not limited to the 

time period, and a matching object can be provided for the terminal to the lamest extent 

25 Preferably, the server saves user Identifications and Interest Information carried in user 

Information obtaining requests to a matching database, and each time when It receives a user 

Identification and interest Information, It matches the Interest Information with all Interest 

Information currently saved in the matching database to determine a matching user. Further, the 

life spans of the user identifications and the corresponding Interest information saved In the 

30 matching database are all set to a preset time length, and when the life span of a user 

identification and corresponding Interest information reaches the preset time length, the user 

:' • Identification and the corresponding Interest Information Is deleted from the matching database. 

Preferably, the server saves the user Identifications and the Interest Information carried in 

the received user Information obtaining requests In an array. The preset time length Is the 

4!, 35 length of the array and it is also the time length during which each user Identification and 

Interest Information are saved in the server. If the server receives a user Information obtaining 

request at the first time, then after a preset time length Is passed, user Identification and the 
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Interest information carried in the user Information obtaining request are deleted. 

It Is to be specified that, In the example of the present disclosure, the matching process is 

performed by the server, however, In another example, the matching process can be performed 

by another small or separated matching module, the matching module saving the received user 

5 identification and Interest information and performing the matching process of the current 

example so as to determine a matching user. As Is known by those ordinary skilled In the art, 

the server In the current example can be a separate server or can be a cluster of servers with 

different functions, which is not limited by the present disclosure. 

At block 5505, the server matches the Interest information of the first user with the Interest 

10 Information of each of the second users In the matching object group to determine the matching 

user. 

Preferably, as for the block 5505, the server can preset N interest categories, 0 

representing having no an interest and 1 representing having an Interest, then the Interest 

Information of a user can be represented by using a vector containing 0 and 1, and a vector 

15 

	

	corresponding to the interest information can be determined according to the interest 

information of the user. That Is to say, the interest Information of user I can be denoted as: 

Interest, = (al ,a2 ,• • • ,aN ) 

where 
as EOM i e (1,N) . N  is a natural number. 

For example. 4 Interest categories: music, movie, finance and current affairs are preset In 

20 the server. 

While the interest information of the first user includes music and finance, then a vector 

corresponding to the Interest information of the first user Is 
Interest, = (1,0,1,0) 

In the present example, the block 5505 specifically Includes: calculating distances between 

the first vector and each of the second vectors to get multiple distances, taking reciprocals of 

25 the multiple distances as interest matching degrees between corresponding second users and 

the first user, obtaining a preset number of second users from the multiple second users 

according to an order of the Interest matching degrees, and determining the preset number of 

second users as the matching users, the first vector being the vector corresponding to the 

Interest Information of the first user and a second vector being a vector corresponding to the 

30 Interest Information of a second user, preferably, the distances can be obtained by the 

	

Interest, = (1,0,1,0) 	Interest2 = (1,1,1,1) 
Euclidean distance. For example, when 	 and 	 . 

	

Interest 	Interestand Interest , r then 	 , and the en the distance Is the Euclidean distance between 	 2 v 2 

Interest matching degree between the first user and the second user is the reciprocal of the 
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NryEuclidean distance, 	2  . 

In another example, the block S505 specifically Includes: clustering the first vector and 

each of the second vectors by using a clustering algorithm and determining a user which 

corresponds to a second vector that belongs to a same category with the first vector as the 

5 matching user. Preferably, the clustering algorithm can cluster users Into multiple categories, 

and a second vector which belongs to a same category with the first vector will be deemed as a 

user having same Interests with the first vector. There may be various clustering algorithms, and 

here only the K-means algorithm Is used as an example to Illustrate: 1) randomly selecting a 

preset number of vectors from the first vector and the multiple second vectors as mass centers; 

10 2) measuring distances of each of the remaining second vectors to each of the mass centers 

and categorizing each of the remaining second vectors to a category to which Its nearest mass 

center belongs; 3) recalculating the mass center of respective categories that have been got; 

and 4) iterating the steps 2) to 3) until a new mass center equals to an original mass center or 

the change of It Is smaller than a specified threshold. When the algorithm ends, a category to 

15 which the first vector belongs and the second vectors that are contained In the category are 

obtained. Preferably, users In the category who correspond to a preset number of vectors that 

have a smallest distance to the first vector are determined as the matching users. 

In another example, the user Information obtaining request may not carry the Interest 

Information of the first user but carry the user identification of the first user, when the server 

20 receives the user Information obtaining request carrying the user identification of the first user 

sent from the terminal, it will obtain Interest Information corresponding to the user identification 

saved by the server according to the user identification of the first user, and the Interest 

Information corresponding to the user Identification Is the Interest Information of the first user. It 

is to be noted that, In another example, before the first user sends the user Information 

25 obtaining request, the interest information of the first user needs to be set In the server, or when 

the first user sends the user information obtaining request carrying the Interest Information to 

the server for the first time, the server saves the received Interest information so as to 

subsequently use the saved interest Information to perform matching when It receives the user 

Information obtaining request carrying the user identification. 

	

30 	At block S506, the server sends the user Information of the matching user to the terminal 

so that the terminal makes friends by using the user Information of the matching user. 

User Information of all the users Is saved on the server, and the user Information can be 

Indexed by user identifications. The user information may Include a user Identification, gender 

Information, geographical location Information, age Information, etc., and the user Information of 

35 the matching user may also include a user avatar of the matching user and/or default greetings. 

The user avatar and/or the default greetings can be obtained by the server according to the 
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user Identification of the matching user, and the default greetings can be default greetings at the 

server and can also be preset by the matching user. 

At block S507, the terminal receives the user Information of the matching user. 

When the terminal receives the user information of the matching user, preferably, displays 

5 the user Information of the matching user, specifically, when the user Information of the 

matching user Includes the user Identification of the matching user, then displays the user 

Identification, and when the user Information also Includes the user avatar of the matching user 

and/or the default greetings, when It displays the user Identification, It displays the user avatar 

and/or the default greetings accordingly. 

	

10 	The way of displaying the user Information can be set or adjusted by the terminal and the 

present example will not limit this. 

Further, the terminal user can Initiate a making friends request to the matching user 

according to the received user Information, or greet the matching user or send Instant 

messages to the matching user by using an Instant messaging application provided by the 

	

15 	terminal. 

The terminal can save the received user Information, or can save or delete It according to 

the selection of the terminal user for the terminal user to use In the subsequent process of 

making friends. 

The method provided by the present example matches the interest information of the 

20 terminal user with the interest Information saved by the server so as to get the matching users 

and send the user Information of the matching users to the terminal, which provides more 

targeted user Information for the terminal user and provides a widely used experience of 

randomly making friends. Further, by matching a user currently requests for the user Information 

with multiple second users who are at a same time period with the user, the real-time property 

	

25 	of obtaining the user Information can be increased. 

Fig.10 shows a flowchart of another user information obtaining method provided by an 

example of the present disclosure. In the present example, the user Information obtaining 

request sent by the terminal also Includes the specified condition. Referring to Fig.10, the 

example specifically Includes the following. 

	

30 	At block S601, the terminal detects whether It receives a shaking instruction In real time. 

At block S602, If the terminal detects the shaking Instruction, then It starts to count time, 

. and when the counted time reaches a specified length, it determines whether the shaking 

Instruction Is received continuously during the counted time, and if the determination Is yes, 

then block S603 Is executed; or otherwise, the process ends. 

	

35 	The principles of blocks S601-S602 are the same with that of blocks 8501-S502, and will 

not be elaborated herein. 	 •i: 

At step S603, the terminal sends a user Information obtaining request to the server and the 
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user Information obtaining request carries the user identification and the Interest Information of 

the first user and the specified condition. 

The terminal can provide a setting window or setting options with the specified conditions to 

the terminal user, and the terminal user can set the specified conditions for the user Information 

5 obtaining process of this time by using the setting window or the setting options according to his 

requirements for making friends. For example, the setting conditions can be gender, age, 

geographical location Information, etc., which will not be enumerated here. 

At block 5604, after the server receives the user Information obtaining request sent from 

the terminal, It determines a matching object group from the multiple second users. 

10 When the user information obtaining request carries the specified conditions, the server will 

obtain a second specified group from the multiple second users according to the specified 

conditions and take the second specified group as the matching object group, the user 

Information of each of the second users In the second specified group all meeting the specified 

conditions. When the server receives the specified conditions carried In the user Information 

15 obtaining request, It will obtain a second specified group from the multiple second users saved 

on the server according to the specified conditions. For example, when a specified condition set 

by the terminal user Is 'female", the server obtains the second specified group from the multiple 

second users according to the specified condition, and the gender Information in the user 

Information of each of the second users in the second specified group Is all female; further, 

20 when a specified condition set by the terminal user is '20 to 30 years old", then the server 

obtains a second specified group from the multiple second users, and the ages In the user 

Information of each of the second users In the second specified group are all between 20-30 

years old. As another example, when the specified condition set by the terminal user Is 'Beijing", 

then the server will obtain a second specified group from the multiple second users according to 

	

25 	the specified condition and the geographical location Information of each of the second users In 

the second specified group Is all Beijing. 

When the specified condition is geographical location Information, the server uses LBS to 

obtain the geographical location information of the terminal and obtains a second user who Is in 

a same geographical area or In a close geographical area with the first user according to the 

	

30 	obtained geographical location information. 

At block S605, the server matches the interest information of the first user with the Interest 

Information of each of the second users In the matching object group to determine a matching 

user. 

At block S606, the server sends the user Information of the matching user to the terminal 

35 so that the terminal can make friends according to the user Information of the matching user. 

At block 8607, the terminal receives the user information of the matching user. 

Blocks 5605-5607 are similar to blocks S505-S507 and will not be elaborated herein. 
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The method provided by the present example provides more targeted user Information for 

the terminal user to make friends and provides a widely used experience of randomly making 

friends by matching the Interest information of the terminal user and the Interest Information 

saved by the server so as to obtain the matching user and send the user Information of the 

5 matching user to the terminal. Further, the terminal user can reduce the scope of the matching 

users by setting a specified condition to determine a matching object group so as to precisely 

obtain user Information that meets the requirements of making friends of the terminal user. 

In the above examples, specifically, block S604 or S504 can be replaced by the following 

step: when the user information obtaining request carries the specified condition, the server 

10 obtaining a first specified group from the multiple second users according to the first time; in 

which the first time is time when the user Information obtaining request of the terminal of the first 

user Is received, and each of the second users in the first specified group Is a user 

corresponding to a user information obtaining request that Is received during the time period to 

which the first time belongs; the server obtaining a second specified group from the first 

15 specified group and taking the second specified group as a matching object group, In which the 

user information of each of the second users In the second specified group all meets the 

specified condition. By using the receiving time, the scope of the matching objects Is reduced, 

and the scope of the matching objects Is further reduced according to the specified condition, so 

that finally user Information that Is strongly targeted and closer to the requirements of the 

	

20 	terminal user will be obtained. 

Fig. 11 shows a structural schematic diagram of a mobile terminal provided by an example 

of the present disclosure, which Includes: a detection module 102, to detect a shaking operation 

of the mobile terminal; a triggering module 104, when the detection module detects the shaking 

operation, to send a user information obtaining request to a server; and a receiving module 105, 

25 to receive user information of a matching user returned by the server according to the user 

Information obtaining request. 

Preferably, the detection module 102 Is also adapted to notify the triggering module 104 to 

generate the user Information obtaining request and send It to the server according to detected 

shaking amplitude and/or shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. 

	

30 	Preferably, the detection module 102 is also adapted to start to count time when It detects a 

shaking Instruction, and when the counted time reaches a specified length, determine whether 

the shaking instruction Is continuously received In the counted time; and if the determination Is 

yes, then notify the triggering module 104 to generate the user information obtaining request 

and send It to the server. The function can be executed by an Internal timing unit In the 

35 detection module 102. 

Preferably, the user Information obtaining request includes: a first user Identification 

corresponding to the mobile terminal; or the first user identification corresponding to the mobile 
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terminal and interest information of the first user; or the first user identification corresponding to 

the mobile terminal and the interest information of the first user, and a specified condition. 

It is to be noted that when the terminal provided by the above example performs the user 

Information obtaining service, It Is only illustrated by using the above respective functional 

5 modules. However, In practical use, the above functions can be allocated to different functional 

modules to carry out as needed. That Is to say, the internal structure of a device Is divided Into 

different functional modules to carry out the above described all or a part of functions. In 

addition, the terminal and the user information obtaining methods provided In the above 

examples belong to a same idea and for detailed Implementation thereof please refer to the 

10 above method examples, which will not be elaborated herein. 

Fig. 12 shows a structural schematic diagram of a server provided by an example of the 

present disclosure, which includes: a receiving module 301, to receive a user Information 

obtaining request triggered by a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; a matching module 302, 

to obtain a user who matches the user information obtaining request; and a sending module 304, 

	

15 	to send user Information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. 

The user Information obtaining request Includes: a first user Identification corresponding to 

the mobile terminal that sends the request; or the first user Identification corresponding to the 

mobile terminal and Interest Information of the first user; or the first user identification 

corresponding to the mobile terminal and the Interest Information of the first user, and a 

	

20 	specified condition. 

The matching module 302 Is also adapted to: 

obtain the interest information of the first user saved on the server according to the first 

user Identification carried In the user Information obtaining request, and match the Interest 

Information of the first user with Interest information of multiple second users to determine a 

25 matching user, or 

match the Interest Information of the first user with Interest Information of the multiple 

second users to determine a matching user, according to the first user Identification and the 

Interest information of the first user carried In the user Information obtaining request. 

The matching module 302 includes: 

	

30 	a determination unit, to determine a matching object group from the multiple second users; 

and 

a matching unit, to match the Interest information of the first user and the Interest 

Information of each of the second users In the matching object group to determine the matching 

user. 

	

35 	The determination unit Is also adapted to: 

obtain a first specified group from the multiple second users according to the first time and 

take the first specified group as the matching object group, the first time being the time when 
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the user Information obtaining request of the terminal of the first user Is received, and each of 

second users In the first specified group Is a user corresponding to a user information obtaining 

request received during a time period to which the first time belongs; or 

when the user information obtaining request carries the specified condition, obtain a 

5 second specified group from the multiple second users and take the second specified group as 

the matching object group, and the user Information of each of the second users In the second 

specified group all meets the specified condition. 

The matching unit Is also adapted to: 

respectively calculate a distance between a first vector and each second vector to get 

10 multiple distances, take reciprocals of the multiple distances as Interest matching degrees 

between corresponding second users and the first user, obtain a preset number of second 

users from the multiple second users according to an order of the Interest matching degrees, 

and determine the preset number of second users as the matching users, the first vector being 

a vector corresponding to the Interest Information of the first user and the second vector being a 

15 vector corresponding to the interest Information of the second user, or 

cluster the first vector and each of the second vectors by using a clustering algorithm to 

determine a second user corresponding to the second vector which belongs to a same category 

with the first vector as the matching user. 

The user Information obtaining request contains: request time submitted by the mobile 

20 terminal. 

The matching module 302 Is also adapted to obtain a user a time difference between 

whose request time and the request time submitted by the mobile terminal Is smaller than or 

equal to the second threshold as the matching user. 

The user Information obtaining request Includes: geographical location Information 

25 submitted by the mobile terminal. 

The matching module 302 Is also adapted to obtain a user whose distance Is smaller than 

or equal to the first threshold as the matching user. 

Mother example of the present disclosure also provides a user Information obtaining 

system Including the mobile terminal and the server in the above examples. In the system, the 

30 functions and roles of the server and the mobile terminal are as those described In the 

examples before and will not be elaborated. 

In summary, In the Instruction triggering methods and apparatus of the examples of the 

present disclosure, the Input Instruction Is triggered by detecting the shaking operation of the 

mobile terminal, so that when a user uses the mobile terminal, he can complete the triggering of 

35  the Input Instruction by shaking the mobile terminal, which avoids looking for a specific key on 

the keyboard of the mobile terminal so as to Improve the convenience of the user operation. 

In the above user information obtaining method and system, the mobile terminal generates 
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the user Information obtaining request and uploads It by detecting the shaking operation; and 

after the server receives the user Information obtaining request, It obtains a user that matches 

the user Information obtaining request, and sends the user to the mobile terminal. Since as long 

as the shaking operation of the mobile terminal is detected, the matching user can be requested 

5 and it Is not necessary for the user to input a keyword, the convenience of operation by the user 

Is Improved. 

And by matching the interest information of the terminal and the interest information saved 

by the server to obtain a matching user and sending the user Information of the matching user 

to the terminal, more targeted user information for the terminal user to make friends and a 

10 widely used experience of randomly making friends are provided. 

It should be understood by those ordinary skilled in the art that the above all or part of the 

flows in the method examples can be realized by computer programs instructing corresponding 

hardware and the programs can be stored In computer readable storage media, and when the 

programs are executed, the flows In the above method examples can be Included. The storage 

15 media can be a magnetic disc, a disc, a Read-Only Memory or a Random Access Memory, etc. 

The foregoing description, for purpose of explanation, has been described with reference to 

specific examples. However, the illustrative discussions above are not intended to be 

exhaustive or to limit the present disclosure to the precise forms disclosed. Many modifications 

and variations are possible in view of the above teachings. The examples were chosen and 

20 described in order to best explain the principles of the present disclosure and its practical 

applications, to thereby enable others skilled In the art to best utilize the present disclosure and 

various examples with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. 
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

1. An instruction triggering method, comprising: 

detecting a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; and 

triggering a preset Input Instruction according to the detected shaking operation. 

2. The Instruction triggering method according to claim 1, wherein detecting the shaking 

operation of the mobile terminal comprises: 

detecting the shaking operation of the mobile terminal by using an accelerometer. 

3. The instruction triggering method according to claim 1, wherein triggering the preset 

Input Instruction according to the detected shaking operation comprises: 

triggering the preset Input instruction according to detected shaking amplitude and/or 

shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. 

4. The Instruction triggering method according to claim 1, wherein after the step of 

triggering the preset Input Instruction according to the detected shaking operation, the method 

further comprises: 

playing an animation and/or a sound according to the shaking operation. 

5. The Instruction triggering method according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the preset 

Input Instruction Is a screen unlocking Instruction; and 

after the step of triggering the preset Input Instruction according to the detected shaking 

operation, the method further comprises: 

unlocking a display screen of the mobile terminal according to the preset Input Instruction. 

6. The Instruction triggering method according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the preset 

Input instruction Is an Incoming call answer/ termination Instruction; and 

after the step of triggering the preset Input instruction according to the detected shaking 

operation, the method further comprises: 

answering or terminating an Incoming call according to the preset Input Instruction. 

7. The Instruction triggering method according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the preset 

Input Instruction Is a data sending Instruction; and 

after the step of triggering the preset Input Instruction according to the detected shaking 

operation, the method further comprises: 

sending data to a server according to the preset Input Instruction. 

8. A user Information obtaining method, comprising: 

sending a user information obtaining request to a server by a mobile terminal when the 

mobile terminal detects a shaking operation; and 

L 	receiving user Information of a matching user retumed from the server according to the 

user information obtaining request by the mobile terminal. 
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9. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 8, wherein sending the user 

Information obtaining request to the server by the mobile terminal when the mobile terminal 

detects the shaking operation comprises: 

generating the user information obtaining request and sending the user Information 

obtaining request to the server by the mobile terminal according to detected shaking amplitude 

and/or shaking frequency of the mobile terminal. 

10. The user information obtaining method according to claim 8, wherein sending the user 

Information obtaining request to the server by the mobile terminal when the mobile terminal 

detects the shaking operation comprises: 

starting to count time when the mobile terminal detects a shaking Instruction, and when the 

counted time Is up to a specified length, determining whether the shaking instruction Is 

continuously received during the counted time; and 

sending the user information obtaining request to the server by the mobile terminal if the 

determination Is yes. 

11. The user information obtaining method according to claim 8, wherein the user 

Information obtaining request comprises: a first user identification corresponding to the mobile 

terminal. 

12. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 11, wherein the user 

Information obtaining request further comprises: 

interest Information of a first user corresponding to the mobile terminal, or 

the Interest Information of the first user corresponding to the mobile terminal and a specified 

condition. 

13. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the user 

information obtaining request further comprises: request time submitted by the mobile terminal. 

14. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the user 

Information obtaining request further comprises: geographical location Information submitted by 

the mobile terminal. 

15.A user Information obtaining method, comprising: 

after a server receives a user Information obtaining request triggered by a shaking 

operation of a mobile terminal, 

obtaining a matching user who matches the user Information obtaining request and sending 

user information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. .- 

16. The user information obtaining method according to claim 15, wherein the user 

Information obtaining request comprises: 

a first user Identification corresponding to the mobile terminal which sends the user 

information obtaining request; or 
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the first user Identification corresponding to the mobile terminal which sends the user 

Information obtaining request and interest Information of a first use or 

the first user Identification corresponding to the mobile terminal which sends the user 

Information obtaining request and Interest information of the first user, and a specified condition. 

17. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 16, wherein obtaining the 

user who matches the user Information obtaining request comprises: 

obtaining the Interest Information of the first user saved on the server according to the first 

user Identification carried In the user Information obtaining request, and matching the Interest 

Information of the first user with Interest Information of multiple second users to determine a 

matching user by the server, or 

matching the Interest Information of the first user with the Interest information of the multiple 

second users to determine the matching user according to the first user Identification and the 

Interest information of the first user carried In the user Information obtaining request by the 

server. 

18. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 17, wherein matching the 

Interest Information of the first user with the Interest Information of the multiple second users to 

determine the matching user comprises: 

determining a matching object group from the multiple second users; and 

matching the interest information of the first user with Interest Information of each of second 

users In the matching object group to determine the matching user. 

19. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 18, wherein determining the 

matching object group from the multiple second users comprises: 

obtaining a first specified group from the multiple second users according to first time, and 

taking the first specified group as the matching object group, the first time being time when the 

user Information obtaining request of the terminal of the first user is received, and each of 

second users In the first specified group Is a user corresponding to a user Information obtaining 

request received during a time period to which the first time belongs; or 

when the user Information obtaining request carries the specified condition, obtaining a 

second specified group from the multiple second users and taking the second specified group 

as the matching object group, user information of each of second users in the second specified 

group all meeting the specified condition. 

20. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 18, wherein matching the 

Interest Information of the first user with the Interest information of each of the second users In 

the matching object group to determine the matching user comprises: 

calculating a distance between a first vector and each of second vectors respectively to get 

multiple distances, taking reciprocals of the multiple distances as Interest matching degrees 
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between corresponding second users and the first user, obtaining a preset number of second 

users from the multiple second users according to an order of Interest matching degrees, and 

determining the preset number of the second users as the matching user, the first vector being 

a vector corresponding to the Interest Information of the first user and the second vector being a 

vector corresponding to the Interest Information of a second user or 

clustering the first vector and each of the second vectors by using a clustering algorithm 

and determining a second user corresponding to a second vector which belongs to a same 

category with the first vector as the matching user. 

21. The user Information obtaining method according to any of claims 15 to 20, wherein the 

user Information obtaining request comprises: request time submitted by the mobile terminal; 

and obtaining the user who matches the user Information obtaining request comprises: 

obtaining a user a time difference between whose request time and the request time 

submitted by the mobile terminal Is smaller than or equal to a second threshold as the matching 

user by the server. 

22. The user Information obtaining method according to any of claims 15 to 20, wherein the 

user Information obtaining request comprises: geographical location Information submitted by 

the mobile terminal; and 

the method further comprises: extracting the geographical location Information contained In 

the user information obtaining request and calculating the distance between the mobile terminal 

and the matching user according to the geographical location information by the server and 

sending the distance between the mobile terminal and the matching user to the mobile terminal 

by the server. 

23. The user Information obtaining method according to claim 22, wherein obtaining the 

user who matches the user Information obtaining request comprises: 

obtaining a user whose distance Is smaller than or equal to a first threshold as the matching 

user by the server. 

24. An Instruction triggering apparatus, comprising: 

a detection module, to detect a shaking operation of a mobile terminal; and 

a triggering module, to trigger a preset Input Instruction according to the detected shaking 

operation. 

25. A mobile terminal, comprising: 

a detection module, to detect a shaking operation of the mobile terminal; 

a triggering module, when the detection module detects the shaking operation, to send a 

user Information obtaining request to a server and 

a receiving module, to receive user Information of a matching user retumed according to 

the user Information obtaining request by the server. 
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26. A server, comprising: 

a receiving module, to receive a user information obtaining request triggered by a shaking 

operation of a mobile terminal; 

a matching module, to obtain a user who matches the user Information obtaining request; 

and 

a sending module, to send user Information of the matching user to the mobile terminal. 
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